
 

TASK 1 (1.5 x 7  = 10.5 MARKS)  
You will hear a talk at an anthropological society about endangered languages. Read through the 
statements below before listening. Then listen and decide which statements are TRUE or FALSE and put 
a tick √  in the correct box. Question 0 has been completed as an example.  
 

Example: T F  

0. The speaker says that about 470 languages will die out before the   

end of this century.  

 √  

 

  T F  

1. One consequence of globalization is that fewer languages are  

spoken around the world. 

   

 

2. The speaker thinks we should always try to stop a language from  

dying out. 

   

 

3. Cornish, Hebrew and Maori almost died out.    

 

4. In general, endangered languages don't have a written tradition.    

 

5. When a community loses its language, it often stops protecting  

its buildings and works of art. 

   

 

6. Languages have always died out and been replaced by others.    

 

7. The speaker says that there are thousands of languages with fewer 

 than ten speakers. 

   

 

 



TASK 2 (1.5 x 5  = 7.5 MARKS) 
You will hear five extracts from different programmes. Read through headings A-I before listening. For 
each extract choose the heading that best matches the information you have heard. Then write the letter 
in the corresponding white box. There are three headings you will not need and an introductory extract as 
an example. Now read the headings.  

RADIO EXTRACTS 

If you move the dial and listen to several stations for a few seconds you may hear something like these. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TASK 3 (1 x 7 = 7  MARKS) 
Listen to a radio programme about food myths. Read through the sentences (1-8) before listening. Then listen and 
complete each sentence with a word or phrase from the interview. 

0.  Vegetables sometimes ________(TAKE DAYS)____________ to get to your local shop.  

13. Changes in ____________________ can destroy nutrients in vegetables.  

14. If you cook vegetables it can make it easier for ____________________ the nutrients in them.  

15. If you boil vegetables for a long time they ____________________.  

16. The lycopene in cooked tomatoes ____________________ the lycopene in tomatoes that haven't been 
cooked.  

17. There's a higher risk of finding pesticides ____________________ on the skin of ordinary vegetables.  

18. Your body needs vitamin A ____________________ when there isn't much light.  

19. Eating lots of carrots is only useful if your body ____________________ vitamin A.  

 

A SUCCESSFUL FILM 

B VIDEOGAMES AND FASHION 

C MUSIC AND SCIENCE 

D CONTROVERSIAL SPORTSMAN 

E LOST VIOLIN 

F FAST FOOD CRISIS 

G A TOY STORY 

H EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION 

I MULTICULTURAL FOOD 

Text Letter 

Example   A 

8  

9  

10  

11  

12  


